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The Cut Rule as a structural rule used in sequent calculi can be seen in the context
of justification of deduction as a recognition of the possibility of indirect proofs for a
sentence having logical constant(s). The demand for Cut Elimination Theorem for a
calculus having logical constants can be seen, from this perspective, as the demand for
showing that if there is an indirect proof for such a sentence then there is a direct proof
for it as well. It can be shown that a calculus which has Cut Elimination Theorem for
it satisfies Belnap’s (“Tonk, Plonk and Plink”, 1962) condition of being a conservative
extension of the source calculus (S: deducibility as such) comprising of only structural
rules including Cut, and the Axiom of Identity. Belnap held that an extended calculus
having logical constants should also satisfy the condition of uniqueness.
Restall (“General Existence 1 : Quantification and Free Logic”, 2019) takes sequents
as proof-theoretic representations of ‘clash’ between assertions and denials of formulae.
Restall shows that his Defining Rules for the classical first order logical constants make
way for, not only a conservative extension of S into Classical First Order Predicate
(Free) Logic, but also for an uniquely defining extension as well. Restall shows how
the usual left/right sequent rules for the constants can be restored from the Defining
Rules. For such a restoration Axiom of Identity and the Cut rule become necessary
for him. This paper observes that this necessary use of Cut here importantly shows
that what is achieved by a Cut Elimination Theorem for a usual calculus (as discussed
above) is achieved by Restall’s calculus with Defining Rules too, but of course without
demanding that Cut be eliminable.
Some ramifications of this feature of Restall’s calculus are explored.

